
C I N E M E C  -  PX1600

proiettore cinematografico portatile 35mm
35mm. portable movie projector

projecteur portable 35mm. 

dimensioni - dimensions - dimensions:    mm. 495x270x420H 
peso - weight - poids :    Kg. 29 in assetto di trasporto

The smallest 35mm portable cinema projector with xenon lamp

Exceptional technical characteristics and performance

Incredibly compact, content, powerful, lightweight, highly portable, easy to use and intuitive, PX1600 is the smallest portable 35mm
movie projector with xenon lamp. It's equipped with electronic rectifier for lamp with separate connection cable, adjustable front support
and arms for reels 1800m with quick connections and without external wires. Excellent light power, high stability of image, exceptional
quietness, maintenance reduced to the minimum and facility of transport they are the principal characteristics of this projector realized
in strong metallic construction. Due to its characteristics is perfect for working in any environment.



TECHNICAL  FEATURES

DTS xenon lamp with adjustment on request in a range between 800 and 1300W

Analogue soundtracks reading with red light laser

Automatic shutter: light and lamp current automatically reduced to a minimum during intervals with shutter closed 

Professional Maltese Cross in oil bath of standard dimensions

Brightness adjustment.

Single lens support Ø 70,6mm. 

40W RMS mono built-in amplifier, with Pre and Cell for external amplifier

1800m. Arms with quick fitting and torque motor

Single lens holder 

Maximum permissible focal objectives: f. 150 mm

Gradual start and stop

24 images/sec. 

Lamp power supply with specific electronic rectifier with particular characteristics and automatic interactions with the operation of projector

Equipment power supply 230V 50Hz. 2300VA.

OPTIONALS

Analog reading 2 channels Dolby Stereo compatible

Front cover

Lenses

Loudspeaker
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